Interplay between seismicity and hydrological and industrial processes
in Salt Lake Valley, Utah
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Background on the Salt Lake Valley

Elastic deformation and Coulomb stress changes

M5.7 Magna Earthquake on 3/18/2020

Seismic hazards: Eastern margin of the Basin and Range; extension at 0.1 μstrain/yr; Wasatch
fault zone; recurrence interval of Salt Lake City segments are 1300-1500 yr; due for a big quake

o The M5.7 Magna earthquake, its aftershocks and persistent
microseismicity are next to a mine tailings impoundment.

Dynamic aquifer: Seasonal storage cycles and surface deformation in the water discharge area

o We consider both W-dipping (strike 182º, dip 29º) and E-dipping
(strike 320º, dip 65º) seismogenic structures in pure normal
faulting regime to compute the elastic stresses.

Active mining activities: Bingham Canyon Mine since the early 1900s, the world’s deepest
man-made excavation; its annex tailings impoundment with deposition of ~60 million tons/yr

The elastic stress produced by industrial loads exceeds that from
hydrological sources by two orders of magnitude in the hypocentral zone.
Depending on the exact location and fault geometry, the tailings yield
stressing rates that may substantially delay or hasten nearby ruptures.

WVFZ

Population centers: Three-fourths of the Utah state’s population (~3 million) is concentrated
within a 160-km radius of the metropolitan Salt Lake City
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Natural / hydrological loads: Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake, aquifer, soil moisture, snow
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Side view

Anthropogenic / industrial loads: Mass transport from the mine to the tailings impoundment
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Great Salt Lake level
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Results on the other
hydrological loads are
available in our preprint

Observations
Sentinel-1 ascending AT122

Sentinel-1 descending DT100
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Seasonal aquifer
load changes (green
shades)

Listric, Wdipping
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Fault

Water level

Faults may act as physical
boundaries, defining and
perhaps
controlling
groundwater redistribution
and thus the poroelastic
displacement field.

Aquifer seasonal volume strain and Coulomb stress changes
Aquifer

Two end-member scenarios to model the
seasonal LOS displacements, e.g., wintertime.
o Constant volume strain, variable thickness
o Variable strain, constant thickness
The distributions of the thickness and strain
are very similar, suggesting consistent vertical
integration of the strain sources. The
consequent seasonal bulk volume changes for
these two models are estimated to be 3.33.5×10-3 km3.

o The margins of the
seasonally
deforming
aquifer agree with the
à extent of the confined
water discharge area and
nearby active fault traces.
Cluster E

* InSAR-measured displacements are
relative to the yellow-star reference.

à

GPS

Residuals
AT122: 2.58 mm
DT100: 1.00 mm

à

Aquifer long-term deformation
o ~2-mm vertical subsidence on the eastern side,
consistent with prolonged water level drawdown
o Insignificant horizontal amplitude
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-450 to 50 kPa
@ depth <~600 m
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Aquifer seasonal deformation
o 50-mm vertical amplitude
o 30-mm horizontal amplitude
The inferred seasonal water storage cycles are 0.030.06 km3 based on storage coefficients (Hu et al., 2018).
Elastic model: Pylith (Aagaard et al., 2013)
Volume strain model: Unicycle (Barbot et al., 2017)
Earthquake declustering: ZMAP (Wiemer, 2001)

For the aquifer, seasonal stress changes
from volume strain are ~100 times larger
than from groundwater load.

à

InSAR vs GPS along the radar line-of-sight (LOS)

o Phase shifts across active
faults exist in both water
level and deformation

Cuboid vertical shear zone
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~20 kPa @ Cluster E
<3 kPa @ Cluster W

-10 to 2 kPa
@ seismogenic depth >10 km

Cluster E

Unlike hydrological
processes, no annual
periodicity in seismicity
(e.g., 1981-2018)

Wasatch fault planes
adopted from
Moschetti et al., 2017
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